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Editorial
Well, where to start?
Since our last issue in May 2020,
an awful lot has happened. And a
lot hasn’t happened too. We’ve had
a cut-short season, an abandoned
take-over attempt, a play-off robbery, the triumphant Boost the Budget campaign, a delayed start to football, the CFU AGM,
a promise of sufficient funds from the National
League and government, the season starting, an
inglorious FA Cup exit, the reality of insufficient
funds from the National League and government,
a player sold, the season cancelled by vote, and
most importantly, no fans attending, some fans
attending, and no fans attending again.
It has been weird. But throughout the whole
club, playing and non-playing staff, board and
volunteers – which now apparently includes
members of the first team squad – have played
a blinder.
Keeping the club going has been no mean
feat. I had a small insight into this as part of the
team that organised the Boost the Budget campaign. It was a huge undertaking, and surprisingly complex. It’s one thing to come up with a target, contribution tiers, and rewards. It’s another
to get that to fit within the various website and
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banking structures of the club, not to mention
making it sound good alongside all of that. But
we did, and many did so whilst taking on other
important tasks for the club. Whatever ends up
happening this season, everyone involved with
the club has been great.
But this contrasts starkly to many more
dreadful responses to the pandemic in football.
That the National League’s response to leaguewide hits on gate receipts put half the clubs in
the National League North in serious danger of
going bankrupt whilst other clubs made a profit
tells you all you need to know about the fitness
of that organisation, its chair Brain Barwick OMG,
and the governing bodies above it.
That the fossilised hierarchy of football has
proved incapable of properly safeguarding the
future of its fan-owned clubs especially should
perhaps come as no surprise. The sugar daddy
model is so entrenched within British football
that the very idea of collective-decision making, accountability to members, and spending
within your means must seem terribly parochial
to them, just as their model of jobs and taxpayer
money for the boys seems depraved to us.
It has to change. It will only do so through
supporters being properly represented at every
level of football’s decision making. That’s where
to start. – Richard Bellis

Football is a game which wears
all its faults on its sleeve. And this
season, of all seasons, has shown
what a capricious bunch of absolute
d**kheads runs the thing at almost
every level.
We have taken a look at some of the many
and various ways the National League board
has failed its clubs later in the zine but if you
are unable to stomach any more tales of woe,
corruption and incompetence that this league/
pandemic/government/Stuart Murphy can throw
at you, I’ll briefly try to look on the brighter side
of things (if that’s possible).
Firstly, the charges laid out above cannot be
levelled at our board who have managed to tread
an incredibly fine line in balancing the books
and keeping the supporters onside (and paying
the money in), during a year when they’ve not
been able to actually see their team. The classy
way they have handled everything from refunding season tickets, to the streaming service, to
dealing with the lies and threats of the league,
has genuinely made me feel very proud of our

supporter owned club.
We should have a club to support next season, and that is the biggest thing we can take
away at this point. If we can keep together the
squad which has played some the best football
we’ve seen in years (typical we weren’t there!)
then we’ve a lot to look forward to.
I don’t know about you, but the weekly
streaming service kept me going for a large part
of the pandemic. A little bit of not-quite-normal
normality in an otherwise ‘unprecedented’ time.
Of course, I missed going to a match, but it made
me feel like I was back in the Chester FC community for a few hours, and I’ve really missed that.
Since the season was curtailed, I’ve been
drifting a little. Not really enjoying watching any
football at all, as if somehow, if there isn’t any
chance of Chester getting to the Premier League,
however unlikely, it doesn’t count. But the hope
on the horizon is that we’ll be back watching
games again next season in some way. See you
there. – Neil Bellis

P.S., we’ve been going ten years this year. Obviously
with everything going on we haven’t really felt like
celebrating our anniversary but it’s an amazing, surprising milestone for us. Hopefully next year we can
celebrate that and issue 30 in style.
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Allocations and Accusations
John Young takes us through the National League’s distribution of funds…
Before the 2020/21 season kicked off, clubs in

for the money – the funds were bluntly weighted

the National League were facing a dilemma:

by division, with National League clubs awarded

how to fulfil their fixtures and keep their teams

a much larger proportion than teams in NL North

afloat when fans were not permitted under Covid-

and South. There was some consideration for clubs

19 regulations. Without their primary source of

with larger average gate receipts to receive more,

revenue, many clubs would not be able to field a

but only after the initial league split.

team through the full season. To allow the league

Near the start of November, nine clubs led by

to start, a pledge was made by the National League

Hereford FC chairman Andrew Graham penned an

Board of Competition that government support

open letter to the NL board calling into question

would be in place to provide clubs with help to fill

the method behind the allocation. Graham went as

the gap left by absent fans. What has unfolded

far as to call for the resignation of Brian Barwick,

since is nothing short of a fiasco.

chairman of the National League, for overseeing

On the 18th October 2020, it was announced
by Oliver Dowden MP, Culture Secretary, that

what he saw to be an opaque exercise riddled with
conflicts of interest.

the National Lottery would provide £10 million in

The issue rests firstly on the difference in alloca-

emergency funding to the National League (NL).

tion of funds under the method employed by the NL

The funding was aimed to help compensate clubs

board and an allocation on average gates receipts.

for lost gate receipts during the Coronavirus pan-

A comparison between the two (undertaken by

demic and ensuing lockdown measures and would

Paul Rogers on the Hereford Bulls News website)

be paid out across a three-month period.

shows that only seven clubs in the national division

After the announcement, serious questions arose

have received less than they would have done on

as to how these funds had been allocated between

a gate receipt basis; in the National League North,

the 66 NL clubs. Rather than a club-by-club alloca-

13 clubs have been granted less.

tion based proportionally on past gate receipts – a

The scale of the discrepancies is another worry.

reasonable starting point given the expressed aim

With an average gate of 724 per match, Boreham

Wood could have received £26,500 per month

did not distract from the absence of any further

based on a strictly proportional allocation; they

detail on the logic behind the allocation. The fact

have received £84,000 per month under the board’s

remains that, of the clubs associated with the board

method, 317% of the first figure. By contrast, York

members undersigned in the response, only Yeovil

would have received £99,000 per month under

and Gateshead are noticeably short-changed versus

a proportional basis but have been allocated just

average attendance, and there still remain 22 clubs

£36,000 per month of the Lottery grant – 63% less.

in a worse position than them. Five clubs, Chester

Under the method chosen by the board, Boreham

included, have received less than half of their fair

Wood received nine times as much money per

share under an attendance-based approach (see

absent fan as York did.

chart on page 7).

But perhaps the major reason for Graham’s

The “shut up or we’ll sue you” response was

letter was an analysis of which clubs can be seen

an embarrassment in the face of discrepancies

as “winners” and “losers” fol-

highlighted. But more embar-

lowing the board’s allocations.

rassment was in store. As part

The board itself is made up
of elected members from
constituent clubs. A quick
glance down the list of teams
associated with the board
members coincides quite
nicely with teams allocated
a larger chunk of the Lottery
cash than they would have on
a purely gate-based system.
Worse still, the club benefiting
most from the system arrived
at – Boreham Wood – is situated in the constituency of

“Amazingly, the
review panel,
led by former FA
Chairman David
Bernstein, did not
side with the NL
board.”

Culture Secretary, Oliver

of their written response, the
board pointed to an upcoming independent review as
evidence of transparency. Of
course, cynics could question
how “independent” it would
be; the worry for clubs demanding board accountability
was that this review would be
an exercise in rubber-stamping
by select Yes Men.
Amazingly, the review
panel, led by former FA Chairman David Bernstein, did not
side with the NL board. The

Dowden MP. In his letter, Graham concluded that

conclusions of the panel have not been published,

the methodology employed resulted in “what to

but in (yes, another) open letter, Bernstein confirmed

us appear as unacceptable conflicts of interest”.

that the review was worried by possible conflicts of

The initial response to the concerns voiced

interest, and the board’s failure to comply with their

by the clubs undersigning Graham’s letter was

own Articles of Association. He also condemned

an open letter penned by the board themselves.

the decision to keep his report unpublished and

Here, rather than expand on the detail of the how

questioned whether this was in keeping with good

or why the allocation was actually reached, they

governance, or with the transparency required

stated that “we have received […] a regular diatribe

when handling funding from (semi) public bodies

of criticism from this small section of clubs which

like the National Lottery.

has, at times, been positively defamatory and has

With the pandemic continuing to impact on sport,

never been less than ungrateful and self-serving.”

in November a £300 million Sport Winter Survival

They further stated that the dissenting voices had

Package was announced (again by the Culture

“brought our Competition into disrepute” and that

Secretary Oliver Dowden) to help major spectator

it was “tempting” to resort to legal action “on the

sports continue; £11m of this was allocated to the

grounds of libel”.

National League. In his letter, Bernstein highlighted

The strong response from the NL board clearly

that this new fund was likely to be distributed on a

sought to shut down the issues of possible cor-

different basis, at that time unconfirmed in structure

ruption that Graham’s letter alludes to. It failed

by the NL board. He suggested that interested

in this regard. The threatening of legal action

parties “keep a close eye on this”. In a scathing
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an urgent update on the state of play. In a release
to supporters online, the club stated that:
almost 50 days since the £11 million Sport England
funding package for the National League was announced, clubs have not received any communication
or guidance as to the makeup of these monies or its
distribution […] As a matter of urgency, we have asked
the National League to engage with its members
and provide guidance and clarity about what, if any,
financial support will be in place from January to
May to enable clubs to complete the season. We
Brian Barwick is to step down at the end of the current
season

conclusion he summarised that, with the first round
of payments already distributed and the scope of
his review apparently not including the new funds,
“setting up this panel was pointless”.
Clearly anger remains with the situation sur6 / The Blue & White / Issue #28

rounding both the Lottery grant and the new
government package. Transparency is still a key
issue, but as important is that the government
funding was announced as a serious of loans, not
grants. Because of this, the distribution of funds
was to be via an application process, whereby clubs
received some proportion of the money available
depending on the strength of their application and
their financial need. The result was that the worse
run a club was, the likelier their change of success
in gaining a loan. Chester’s own application for a
grant was denied whilst free-spending Chesterfield
secured a loan. The methodology used was even
more opaque than the allocation of arrived at for
the first set of Lottery funds.
Worse still, little consideration appears to have
been taken for the long-term implications of burdening clubs with debt. Handing out loans rather than
grants is simply kicking the can down the road. Of
course, for some clubs, this can-kicking may not
even be an option. It is unclear whether Chester’s
fan-owned structure and constitution would have
allowed any access to the loans - debt in any form
is something that the club would not normally be
able to take on, hence the application for a grant.
At no point in this process did the NL show any
urgency to tackle the issues the loan methodology
brought up. On the 6th January 2021, the Chester
FC Board wrote to the National League requesting

have also reminded the National League that when
clubs agreed to start playing in October there was
no mention of loans, only grants, and we are firmly
of the opinion that any future Sport England funding
must not betray the trust we and fellow clubs placed
in a number of parties at that time.
With Lockdown 3 upon us, there was a realistic
chance that some of the 66 NL clubs would not
survive to compete next season. Eventually, the NL
acknowledged the concern of many clubs about
their ongoing existence and organised a series
of votes to decide the outcome of the season. As
we know, the NL North season was voted null and
void with Chester voting in favour of that outcome
due to the ongoing financial uncertainty. Financial
uncertainty that was in part created and certainly
exacerbated by the league in which we are members.
Off the pitch, the NL has overseen a season
of disaster, but they are unlikely to be held to
account. At the start of December, the league did
announce that Michael Tattersall would be stepping down as Chief Executive. No mention of the
controversy around the funding was made in the
press release, but it does not take much reading
between the lines to infer a connection. Dover
chairman Jim Parmenter also resigned from the
board in February stating that he disagreed with
the board’s direction of travel. Nevertheless, most
have stayed loyal and Brian Barwick, chairman
of the National League, remains in his role and
has recently secured title sponsor Vanarama for
another three years. At the end of the season
Barwick will finally fall on his sword, but hopes of
improved governance from the NL may be sadly
misplaced. – John Young

The Winners and Losers of the National League Distribution

Club

National League Board
Member

% projected increase/decrease
in revenue

Boreham Wood

Oliver Dowden MP

+216.93%

Dover

Jim Parmenter

+107.84%

Barnet

Anthony Kleanthous

+89.01%

Dagenham & Redbridge

Stephen Thompson

+63.78%

Solihull

Timothy Murphy

+63.55%

Hampton & Richmond

Richard Parsons

+46.86%

Aldershot

Shahid Azeem

+28.48%

Blyth

Mike Coulson

-2.32%

Yeovil

Scott Priestnall

-10.73%

Gateshead

Graham Wood

-16.21%

Notts County

N/A

-50.19%

Chester

N/A

-51.29%

Hereford

N/A

-51.94%

Dulwich Hamlet

N/A

-55.18%

York

N/A

-63.65%
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Stream me
up, Alb

Chester FC media officer, Albert Davies, explains what has happened behind-the-scenes to
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put Chester on the small screen…
Having been fortunate enough to continue to

stepped down from the board after a long tenure

report our matches live at stadiums so far this

representing the club. His voluntary role has been

season, I know it’s a cliché, but I can safely say

very important for us.

that the football isn’t the same without the fans.

Another is Blues General Manager George Delves.

An opening day penalty shootout FA Cup win at

George was constantly looking at platform providers

Worksop Town and a superb late George Glendon

and must have had hundreds of zoom meetings

winner against Curzon Ashton are just two of the

with many different companies.

games that spring to mind when I think about

As a team, we were nervous but excited leading

matches that had great drama – but missed the

up to the Leamington game – our first home match

key ingredient of the supporters.

and the stream debut. We were desperate for this

It was fantastic to see a safe return for some
supporters in the month of December, and I’m sure

to succeed and ensure nobody missed out on a
second of the action.

a welcome return to some form of normality for

After hearing about Kidderminster’s issues on the

many of you. However, we are now back behind

opening day our nerves definitely weren’t helped!

closed doors. It is a huge blow for many, but days

But there was still positivity that we were doing

in the future look brighter – so hang in there and

enough testing and prep to make it a success.

we’ll see you back at the Deva soon.
The main thing is everyone is staying safe in such

Now, a word of defence for Kidderminster. And
a word of criticism to the National League.

an uncertain time and hopefully our live streaming

During the Play-Offs in July, the League showed

platform goes some way to keeping you smiling and

they were capable of rolling out a streaming platform

getting as close as possible to the action.

for all. This would have been the fairest way to do

For us, the idea of streaming was something

things. Working with the clubs and having a flat

we had looked into from a very early stage in the

rate to purchase streaming passes for supporters.

summer. There’s been a magnificent effort from so

We were told even the week before the start

many people to get our platform off the ground

of the new campaign that the intention was for a

from such an early stage.

company working with the league were going to

Whilst I was speaking with fellow National League

produce a platform for clubs. Perfect. However,

North clubs about their plans with regards to

this was to fall through and without a backup plan

streaming, Mike Day was ensuring the technology

from the powers that be.

we had was at its peak performance to ensure we

Which leads us to Kiddy. Clubs were given a

had no issues on that side of things. Mike has just

matter of days to sort their own streaming solution.

Providing access for their Season Ticket holders.

Numbers wise we averaged 1000 viewers at

None of us had any experience in this. So, teething

one time on the live stream. But with the likes

problems were to be expected.

of York and Darlington still to visit, these figures

We were actually grateful we didn’t start at home

were sure to rise.

– as it bought us a few extra days to plan and test.

We’ve had over 5,000 payments and 3,000

Kidderminster’s issues were much worse than

people sign up to our platform. Again, as above,

ours, fortunately we had only a slight issue with

this audience would have increased over the next

the sound which was resolved by the next match.

few months with some huge clashes coming up at

We’re slowly but surely getting into our stride

the Deva but it’s now not to be.

with it now. It’s taken a lot of work and a lot of

What’s next for the stream then? It will depend on

bodies all pulling in the same direction and getting

what happens for next season now, but if we need

used to the setup.

it then we will look to keep improving our platform.

There’s been a lot of adapting through the process.

We’ve dabbled with pre-match interviews, and

Credit to our usual Seals Live commentators Phil

one of my aims is to bring these back. We’ll also

Turner and Matty Johnson. Television and audio

have sponsor content as we hope to secure some

commentary are two completely different skills

Digital Match Sponsorship going forward.

– and both have done a great job when required.

Any of your suggestions are welcome as well.

Our co-commentator guests like Andy Morris and

It’s Our Club, and that means it is Our Platform.

Adam Langan from the board have added excellent

We’re happy to listen to anything you think may

insight – and not forgetting Chester FC’s resident

improve what we do.

entertainer Calum McIntyre. Even if he does spend
90 minutes complaining about the temperature!
It’s not just the output that you’ll see too that

Stay safe. Keep smiling. Up the Seals! - Albert
Davies (Media Officer at Chester FC, makes a
cracking brew)

brings the hard work. Jim Green has done a sterling
job dealing with people’s issues. Chris Graham has
been a key media volunteer since the club reformed,
and he works seamlessly with Mike on the stream
during the game.
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Once bitten

Neil Bellis takes a look at the failed takeover bid by Stuart Murphy (remember that?) and its
implications…
In 2018 Stuart Murphy announced his plan to invest

and there is no lasting legacy in the form of an

£1million into the infrastructure of the club in an

infrastructure project to look back at.

effort to make it more sustainable.

How did it happen?

On the face of it, it was an offer too good to

In the last edition of the fanzine (TB&W#27) we

refuse. £1million, no strings attached, that was how

covered, in some detail, the issues Murphy faced in

it was sold – we’d be keeping fan control and getting

getting the 1885 arena plans off the ground. They

an infrastructure project off the ground in order

were significant from a planning perspective and

to improve the sustainability of the club to boot.

financial perspective – remember he was trying to

The club set up an infrastructure group to work

get more business owners involved in the funding

with Murphy and offer suggestions on how best to

of the project and there was also no guarantee he

use the money he had pledged to the club.

would be sold the land by the council.

Murphy also put some money into the playing

The main point I want to raise from that article,

budget to help the club with the ramifications of

however, was that the club had very little at all to do

relegation and arranged a generous bonus scheme

with the plans. Murphy ignored the recommenda-

for wins, draws and losses for the players.

tions of the infrastructure group which the club had

All good stuff. But about two years later, he has

set up to aid him. Instead he, and his associates,

withdrawn all support for the club, the club has

went off by themselves to come up with an AFC

allegedly burnt bridges with some former sponsors

Fylde Mill Farm plan times a billion.

When he presented his plans to the CFU AGM in
2019, the board were unsure what he was actually
going to say. And this lack of proper interaction
with the board, and failure to take the fan owned
structure of the club seriously is also part of the
reason behind the failed takeover attempt.
If you look at what Murphy said he would fund –
infrastructure – to what he did fund – an increased
playing budget and bonuses for the players – you can
also see a difference in what Murphy said, and did.
Now, that isn’t to say Murphy was being duplicitous in any way, things can develop naturally and
he did, to be fair, unveil an infrastructure project.
An unrealistic one in my opinion but there we go.
But in any event, apart from painting the main
stand black as part of a planned move to make the
Deva a Quashball arena (our sources tell us it is a
mix between squash and football which is meant
to be fully inclusive for all ages and abilities – more
when we get it) there was little evidence of imminent
spades in the ground.
What manifested itself was an ever-increasing
reliance on Murphy to prop up the playing budget
– which was steadily increasing as he promised
more and more – made most obvious through
the Akwasi Asante and John Johnston transfers.
The board had no written agreement with Stuart
(which is immensely concerning in and of itself but

Not quite a knight in shining armour.

there we are), which meant they had to rely on his
goodwill when they sent him invoices every month.
As a result, when the pandemic hit, the club was
in a very difficult position when it came to paying
players – with no income for the foreseeable future.
Murphy would have been aware of the difficulties
the board were facing because, if you remember, Paul
McDermott, his associate and company secretary,
had been co-opted onto the board.
When Murphy put in his takeover bid, he would
have known that if he pulled the plug the club
would have gone bust. An incredibly cynical, and
opportunistic move designed to make the club
accept his offer.
What he didn’t bet on was the Chancellor coming
to the aid of the club and launching the furlough
scheme which the club grasped with both hands
and allowed them the breathing space to, quite
reasonably, ask to see the plan for the takeover.
In general, fans took a dim or at least cautious
view of the takeover attempt – some saw through
it completely as a cynical ploy – and the rest is
history really. Murphy withdrew support in May
(including withdrawing his pledge to help fund the
King George V project) and the club raised over
£100,000 through the Boost the Budget campaign
to be able to start the season, albeit with a reduced
playing budget.
My guess is that the membership, probably, would
have rejected the offer at any rate. And probably

One of the few genuine benefits of Murphy’s money

for the best. – Neil Bellis
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Devachat Turns 20 part 2 - the last 10 years
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On the history of our favourite forum is John Murray…

In the last issue of The Blue & White, we looked at

always easy to find updates on eighth-tier football

how early online Chester City FC forums spawned

matches. Our hippest fans at the time had brand

a primitive version of Deva Chat in 2000, and

new smartphones, resulting in some of the earliest

how that developed into a more modern site that

examples of fans posting on Deva Chat directly from

served the club up to its sad demise in 2010. At

the terraces. As we saw on that infamous last day

the beginning of the 2010s though, came an excit-

of the 2010/11 season at Garforth though, it only

ing period of reformation for the club and major

took one or two people to get their wires crossed

shifts in how people started to use the internet.

(“It’s 9-3 to Skem!”) and everyone would end up
with no idea what was going on.
A sure sign that things were pretty harmonious
at this time was that when rows did break out,
they were over fairly trivial matters. It’s become a
running joke that when people on Deva Chat are
complaining about food at the ground – pies in

Are We… Happy??? (2010 – 2014)

particular – it means we’re doing ok. I remember an
extraordinarily angry reaction from season ticket

Possibly the most peaceful period in Deva Chat

holders to reducing admission prices for one game,

history was the start of the decade – not really

which seemed strange to me at the time and even

because of Deva Chat itself, but because there simply

more so now. Also, the club’s perhaps short-sighted

wasn’t that much to complain about, aside from

move to the poor Football League Interactive (FLi)

one relegation which ended up being reprieved.

hosted website, and putting highlights behind a

With the bonhomie around the club’s reforma-

paywall, caused some degree of kvetching.

tion – helped in no small part by three successive
promotions – Chester fans by and large managed

Inertia (2015 – 2017)

to get on with each other online. Most of the
undesirables who haunted the forum during the

Mid-decade, supporting Chester became some-

Vaughan days had found other ways to spend their

thing it had never really been during my time as a

time, while new club directors like Jeff Banks and

supporter – a bit boring! Having been following the

Mark Howell were active on Deva Chat, forming a

club since the mid-90s, I’d never really known us

valuable link between supporters and, well, sup-

to be an ordinary lower midtable side with relative

porters who were on the board.

stability off the field. As a result, a degree of apathy

The forum was perhaps more vital than ever at
this stage, as Blues fans quickly realised it wasn’t

crept in, and posts and interaction on Deva Chat
became sparser.

This inertia also seemed to filter through to

With even respected and rational fans having

Deva Chat’s administrators and moderators. I

their posting privileges removed, some fans started

had already stopped being a mod, leaving a small

asking whether it was time to start a new forum.

group still doing their best, but it seemed like the

With no time between the suggestion and the frui-

board had ceased to be administrated. By 2017,

tion, a new one appeared – also called Deva Chat

the board’s newest member was still showing as

(the URL added a hyphen, so it was deva-chat.

having registered in 2015, as membership requests

com rather than devachat.com). Hosted by the

were not being approved. This was beginning to

popular ProBoards forum, it was easy-to-use and

turn the forum into something of a closed shop.

mobile-friendly.

But this decline was not unique to Deva Chat. I

Initially widely referred to as “Deva Chat 2”, the

was a big fan of the friendly League Portal forum

two boards split the forum-using fanbase at first,

at the time, but that crashed and burned even more

with seemingly younger fans embracing the more

spectacularly. For whatever reason, people simply

relaxed moderation and tone of the new forum

stopped posting on it. Maybe the internet forum in

while older ones stayed put. Gradually, the new

general had become a little old-fashioned by now,

kid on the block won the war and the easy-going

with many football fans preferring the vastness and

moderation seems to have paid off, at least until

immediacy of Twitter. Indeed, this is now where

recently when some ongoing matchday thread

reliable news about the club (admittedly along with

quarrels prompted the mods to draw up some

a lot of utter drivel) tends to break first.

forum rules. I recently became a moderator, so

With Deva Chat remaining all but unchanged in

maybe that’s why it’s all going to pot!

design since its 2003 formation, another change

And what of the old Deva Chat? It’s still there,

in our internet behaviour may have hurt it. In 2016,

and at the time of writing, is just over 1,000 shy

web traffic from mobile devices overtook desktops.

of hitting its one millionth post. Sadly, it may take

Google’s Mobile-Friendly Test tool showed that the

some time to get there, with the forum barely used

site was not providing a good mobile experience,

at all, other than one fan duplicating his points on

with its small text, its elements difficult to tap

the new forum on there and the occasional input

with the finger rather than click with a cursor, and

from an RSS robot.

the page fixed to a landscape setting that didn’t

Strangely, the old forum hit its highest number

suit the way we hold mobile phones in one hand.

of online users of all time on May 8th this year,
coinciding with Stuart Murphy’s open letter to
the fans, but even then, nobody posted. After the
split, a fan made a commendable effort to clean
up the site’s issues, but unfortunately the damage
had been done, and seems a matter of time before
DC1 goes to the cyberheavens. That will be a sad
day, as if nothing else, it’s a wonderful archive of

The Split (2017 – 2020)
The gradual frustration with Deva Chat came
to a head in early 2017. It seemed to happen very
quickly, but perhaps it had been bubbling under
the surface for some time.
Moderating a forum is not easy, and without
mentioning names, I do think some of the old Deva
Chat mods took some deeply unfair criticism. That
said, one in particular seemed to go a bit power
crazy, deleting and banning members with an almost
Mary Whitehouse-esque reactionism.

fans’ views dating back 15 years.
Deva Chat will never be perfect, but one look at
the club’s Facebook pages reminds you it could be
worse, and dispels the myth that people would be
more careful what they posted if they had to do it
under their real name. It is generally more discerning
than the socials in my opinion, and although it can
be exasperating to read, I think it remains crucial
that supporters have a specific forum on which to
talk about the club.
Will it see another 20 years? Who knows, but if so,
the pies of 2040 had better be good! – John Murray
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CFC in Lockdown

Top, Taking the temperature at Kidderminster. Bottom left, a tree with a view in Brackley, Bottom right, hand
sanitiser replacing ketchup at Brackley.

Top left, Antony Johnson serves a touchline ban with a brew. Top right, Simon Grand’s lonely walk after being
sent-off vs Guiseley. Middle, The cut-outs look on against Spennymoor. Bottom left, An Albert Davies lookalike at
York. Bottom right, Preparing for socially distanced fans.
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Top, Warnings at Spennymoor. Middle, No refreshment at Kidderminster. Bottom, Fans briefly return to the Deva.

Photos Courtesy of Rick Matthews

Top left, Mike Barrow sanitises the ball. Top right, Abandoned drums in the Harry Mac. Bottom, Emergency exit.
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PAPER CUTS
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Neil Bellis takes a look at the effect the pandemic has had on local sports reporting…
Chester FC has been immensely lucky down

has brought forward cuts which may have been a

the years to have had a string of dedicated and

few years down the road, but that doesn’t make

excellent reporters covering the club – this is no

them any less devastating.

longer true.

Whilst the job losses are spread throughout the

I am not saying the new chap isn’t up to much,

industry, in sports journalism those in the firing

or that Dave Powell has finally lost his marbles,

line have mostly been photographers and sports

it is saying that there simply isn’t a Chester FC

reporters who are dedicated to following a lower

reporter anymore. Not for the Chester Chronicle,

league side.

or the Chester Standard, they are rarer than hen’s
teeth and gone the way of the dodo.

This means that for the first time since venerable
titles such as the Crewe Chronicle and Burton Mail

Happily, Dave Powell is still with us (if you were

started covering association football in the Victorian

wondering) but has moved to the Liverpool Echo

era, there will be no dedicated sports reporter to

over the summer months to cover Everton and

cover their local sides.

Liverpool’s business dealings [editor’s note – he’s

Instead, in Cheshire and Staffordshire, one Reach

written some really excellent and interesting articles

reporter will cover Burton Albion, Chester FC,

so do check those out] so has reverted to simply

Crewe Alexandra, Macclesfield FC and Port Vale.

being a Chester FC fan again and his previous role
has disappeared.

The picture has been replicated across the regions
where Reach have titles – mainly the North and

This is, perhaps, not surprising. In July Reach

Midlands – with Football League, and ex-Football

PLC – the publisher of 150 regional and national

League, clubs such as Scunthorpe United, Tranmere

titles including the Chester Chronicle – announced

Rovers, Aldershot Town and Cambridge United

that it was going to cut 550 jobs across its company

also losing their dedicated reporters.

in an effort to save £35million a year.

Jonathan Birchall from Reach Sport said that

Announcements like this are not unusual at

despite the loss of some roles the scrutiny local,

the moment with more than 4000 posts at risk

independent journalists have put their clubs under

across the media industry as the cost of the global

over the years will not be lost.

pandemic begins to bite.

He said: “We always hold clubs to account and

The print media industry, in particular, has been

keep communities informed about what matters

reeling for a number of years due to falling sales, and

to them. This has remained the case during the

advertising revenues online failing to match those

current pandemic. If this is not via a dedicated

in a hard copy, so it is quite possible the pandemic

club reporter then it is with thorough scrutiny by

the local news team or the larger Regional Sports
Desk. In the Midlands and Cheshire we have 18
dedicated full time journalists working across a
number of clubs, as well as nine additional lower
league reporters across the country.”
But this approach relies on news journalists,
who are already stretched thin and may not have
any interest in sport or football, having a proper
understanding of what is going on at their club
and the time to really dig into what is happening.
And without a reporter showing up every week to
cover the game, the access to decision makers at
the club will reduce, and contacts harder to forge.
Chester FC club historian, Chas Sumner, said that
the changes at Reach have already had a noticeable
effect on the standard of reporting on his club.
He said: “The demise of Chester City and rise of
Chester FC in 2010 was covered extensively in the
local press but recent changes have dramatically
reduced the amount of in-depth coverage.
“When researching Chester the local newspapers
have always been a vital source of information.
Over the years the club has been fortunate to be
well-served by knowledgeable, dedicated journalists like Ralph Houdley, who covered the club from

the mid-1920s to the 1970s, and Ian Bedford who
served the Chester Chronicle for more than 40
years from the early 1960s.
“I worry how future historians will look back at
these times without any form of reliable, independent reporting.”
And if you haven’t noticed the impact of that yet,
then that is probably because there is simply much
less content about Chester FC being published
at the moment. We’ve lost the regular chats to
players, match reports and reports on goings on
behind the scenes, and they’ve been replaced by
embarrassing attempts to find celebrity buyers
and the most basic of coverage.
Clubs’ media teams have improved drastically
over the past few years with excellent examples
throughout the lower reaches of the pyramid but
as they are part of the club they tend to gloss over
the woeful away defeats and are, understandably,
gagged when it comes to stories like potential
takeovers and boardroom shenanigans.
With the loss of in-depth knowledge of local sides
and insider access provided by an independent press,
fans are at risk of being kept in the dark – Neil Bellis

Interview:
Danny Elliott
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We caught up with the Seals striker…

[Editor’s note: this interview was conducted before the season was voted null and void and
Danny Elliott left the club]

The Blue & White: You started your career
playing at youth level with Aston Villa and Not-

TB&W: Was the scholarship for sport or your
academia?
DE: My A-levels were relevant to some extent in

tingham Forest.
Danny Elliott: I was with Villa from about 12 to
14 and then I was at Forest until I was 18.
TB&W: And after that you were released, and
went to play at a University in New York?

terms of getting to America, I studied for a degree
in economics and sustainability. I have recently
started doing some work for a company who send
English lads from Premier League and Champion-

DE: I had a few options when I was released to

ship squads to the US, so I know this stuff really

have a look elsewhere but for me, I was looking at

well. The scholarship tends to be a combination

players who were above me who had got three- or

of academia and a player’s footballing history.

six-month contracts and I was looking for something

For me I was in a good position because I had

more permanent.

the academic side and a strong football history.

TB&W: So you went to get a degree?

The main thing, for me, was that they look for left

DE: I was the only player in my youth team who

footers because there aren’t many out there and

did A-levels. I stayed in school, that was because I
lived so close to Nottingham Forest, I was only about

athletic type players.
TB&W: What was the football like?

half a mile away. I think there was only one other

DE: It was a bit like the Champions League.

guy from Nottingham, everyone else there lived

Division 1 was 206 teams across the country which

in digs at the club and did a B-tech but because I

are broken up into about 22-24 leagues which are

lived so close, I stayed at school. I got the option

broadly regional. I was on the east coast. We would

to go to New York for four years on a scholarship

play against teams in our league but also outside

and I leapt at it.

that. Games in your league affect league standings
Photos Courtesy of Rick Matthews

Danny Elliot stretches for the ball against Boston.

and ranking, games outside of the league would

Carolina, the draft was in January and I went there

affect your ranking. At the end of the season the

in December. I had a bit of pain in my knee, but I

winners of the leagues would go to a tournament,

thought it was related to an ACL tear a few years

as well as the highest ranked teams who might not

earlier, but it was actually a small crack in my knee.

have won their league for whatever reason.

I missed the draft because of that.

TB&W: Did you win?

TB&W: How come? How does the draft work?

DE: We won our league three years out of four
but not the overall tournament.

DE: You are supposed to go to a training camp
to train and play a few games and all the coaches

TB&W: What happened after you graduated?

watch you play and then it is like a cattle market

DE: I stayed in America for a couple of months

after that and they pick you.

after I graduated. They have summer leagues over
there in the off season for people to keep fit and

TB&W: No second chances for people who get
injured just before?

to see a different part of the country. I played one

DE: No. That was in January, I graduated in May

summer in North Carolina. When I played for this

and I spent the last five months of college doing

team we played in the Open Cup, which is like the

rehab. It was a bad injury. I was still injured and on

FA Cup, and we played against a professional team,

crutches at my graduation.

North Carolina FC. They were in the USL which is

TB&W: What happened after that?

one below the MLS. They said to me that after I

DE: I was pushing my rehabilitation and went to

finish playing if I didn’t get drafted to go and play

North Carolina again in the July. After a couple of

for them, so I stayed in touch with them.

weeks training the coach said you aren’t the same

TB&W: Were you drafted?

player as before your injury, spend the next five or

DE: I was put forward for the draft to go to

six months getting fit and come back in February.

the MLS. The top 96 players who come out of

I thought that sounded good and I wanted to use

college go into the draft. I went to train with North

that time to go and live in Barcelona.
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A pinpoint finish against Curzon Ashton.

TB&W: Not what I was expecting!

TB&W: The new manager didn’t fancy you?

DE: That is where my girlfriend is from. I lived
there for a bit then I got a call from the club about
October time and they basically said told me that
they got rid of the manager after nine years in
charge so they didn’t have a chance to go back.
TB&W: That must have been difficult.

DE: I managed to work my way back into the
team, but it was too little too late really.
TB&W: And then you came to Chester, did you
know much about the place, the managers?
DE: I had seen the documentary about Bern and
Jonno but they are nothing like that in real life.

DE: I was in Barcelona trying to think about what

TB&W: I suppose when you came to us you

to do next. I had an opportunity through a friend

hadn’t played loads of football over the past couple

of my Dad’s to go on trial at Swindon which didn’t

of years?

work out. Then I went to Port Vale and they signed
me after the first training session.

DE: Yeah, I was in and out of the team because
of injuries and I hadn’t had consistent football.

TB&W: The first one?

TB&W: Was it frustrating to not be involved

DE: Yes, we did 11 v 11 and I must have been what

that much during the first part of your time here?
DE: On a personal note it was a bit but the guys

they were looking for.
TB&W: You were there for six months before
being let go.

in front of me were doing well so you understand
it. No one is happy being on the bench.

DE: It was a strange one really. The first two

TB&W: So you went on loan to Alfreton where

weeks I was there I had to wait for international

you got a hat trick in your first game, was that just

clearance. I played three games with the manager

to get game time or were you concerned you were

who signed me [Neil Aspin], and then after the third

heading out the door?

game he was sacked. There was about a week where

DE: I hadn’t given up on Chester. I just wanted to

we didn’t have a manager and the owner brought

play some games and they [the managers] did as

in five or six players on loan from Premier League

well. It was mutually beneficial to get more consist-

teams and when the new manager came in [John

ent football and get a bit happier and confident

Askey] he had a squad of about 35 players. He said

and that’s exactly how it worked out.

that I was going to be with the under 18s. I didn’t

TB&W: And then you came back

get back into the team until the end of the season.

Photo Courtesy of Rick Matthews

DE: I played two games, scored against Tranmere
and then Covid hit.

decided on a bike ride, we were only fundraising
for about five days, but we raised £5,500 which

TB&W: How did that affect everyone?
DE: When the league was stopped, we didn’t

was a fantastic amount.
TB&W: You cycled about 200 miles in a big circle?

know what was going to happen. We eventually

DE: Yes, it was at the national water sports centre

found out that we were going to play in the play

in Nottingham. It is about three miles all the way

offs which was good, something to focus on. We

around so it gave people an opportunity to show

were given a training programme by Chris Jones

up, do a bit and stop if they wanted to. It was really

at the club so we had scheduled runs to do and

good for people to be involved. There was about

they were measured and they made sure we were

40 riders, with about 40 people supporting. It was

all doing them.

about 65 laps or so.

TB&W: A few people moved on and now you’re
the main striker, how has that changed things?

TB&W: Why did you pick that charity?
DE: I think it is the biggest anti-racism charity in

DE: I don’t feel responsible, it was more an op-

the UK and they do a lot of in sport which, obviously,

portunity and I’m thankful to get it and I’m hoping

I’m a part of so it seemed like the right charity. I’ve

I can make the most of it throughout the season.

taken a lot of interest in their campaigns.

I’m confident in my ability and I’m delighted I will
be playing more games this season.

TB&W: Have you, yourself ever experience any
racism?

TB&W: Over the summer you also undertook a

DE: I have experienced racism on a personal level,

charity cycling ride to raise funds for Show Racism

yes. I think I have been quite fortunate compared

the Red Card, what made you do that?

to a lot of other people though. It [the cycle ride]

DE: There was a lot going on at the time in terms
of the anti-racist stuff and a good friend of mine

was more being conscious of the overall effort
really and taking my responsibility in that.

is a black guy in Maryland and he was telling me

TB&W: It was certainly a fantastic effort and a

about the protests he was involved in, protesting

really good amount raised. Thanks for your time

outside the White House and I just wanted to do

Danny.

something over here to try and contribute. We
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Chester FC Women and Covid
What happened to the women’s team this season? Here’s Richard Bellis…
Unsurprisingly, it’s been a tough year for the
women’s team. Division One South of the North
West Women’s Regional Football League that
Chester FC Women compete in has now been
declared null and void, like the rest of amateur
level football in the country, but the women’s
team did manage to get a few games in and has
continued training throughout lockdown.
Until cancellation, the season was one of
adaption. Manager Martin Fitzsimons explained
to The Blue & White that because the initial limitations allowed only a maximum of six people to
train together, they split the team into different
units: “We’re quite fortunate at Chester that we
have managed to accrue a decent number of
coaches, so we split them into units, so a defensive unit, midfield unit and attacking unit. And
we took that as an opportunity to nail down how
we want to play and how we want the players to
contribute to that. To get our style really nailed
on within each unit both in and out of possession, which we found quite beneficial to be honest, it was an excuse to do that.”
But after a nearly six-month break from
their last match, and with opportunities for the
players to kick a ball around limited, it took a
while for the players to get their touch back: “It’s
strange because that’s almost something you
forget about. Our last game was against Warrington where we conceded in the last kick of the

game. And then it was six months after that we
were able to take to the training pitch. I remember looking at the coaches and we were looking
at the players; they had the balls out when they
first came down and they were pinging balls
about left, right and centre and taking shots
and just doing their little things, and me and
the coaches just stood by and were like ‘wow’.
Their first touch was so off the radar, but a lot
of them hadn’t kicked a ball for six months. It’s
not until we got there, we realised how much of
an impact that was going to have. Some of them
live in flats and they don’t have access to a garden so it’s a case of them going to the park and
things like that. And we found that particularly
in the first lockdown that a lot of them didn’t
have a football at home, because they didn’t
need one. Their football was obviously coming
in training. So, I think Sports Direct sales went
through the roof with the sale of their footballs!”
The players soon got back into the swing of
things though and played three friendlies before
their first competitive game of the season, in the
FA Cup against Cheadle Town. But the game
came a little early in the Blues’ preparations for
them to really trouble the higher division side.
More signings and another three preseason
friendlies followed before the league season
started. When I asked Martin if he was happy
with how the league had arranged things given

Photo Credit: Alison Greenwood

the disruptive preseason, he was firmly complimentary: “From my point of view, the league
did all they could really. From the minute they
got the go from the FA to set up and start going again, we had a league meeting and they
basically gave us the option of how long we
wanted for the preseason. As soon as the league
allowed, they gave us a preseason and then they
said that the league was going to start at the end
of September. To be fair to the league they’ve
been really good.”
Competing with the various restrictions in
place was difficult though, with some teams not
able to offer changing rooms to players. “Its
been a struggle both for the players and the
coaching aspect. Because before the game you
try and get the environment right that you need
to approach the game and the changing room
helps create that atmosphere of focus and the
level of detail you need to be able to go. Even
things like we have key reminders jotted up
around the changing rooms of what we want to
do, and how we want to play and how we want
to go about the game. Even little things like that,
we can’t even do that. So, it’s a case of again just
thinking on your feet on the day and finding out
what you can do that’s going to have an effect.
“Some teams allow you to have changing
rooms, other teams don’t even allow toilets.

Probably corrupt

You’re not allowed to use their toilet facilitates
because they’re inside. So, you’re outside and
when it’s a freezing cold December’s afternoon
it’s obviously a struggle for the players.”
Even with all the difficulties, Chester FC
Women started the season in excellent form,
winning four out of four league games and looking like title challengers before the curtailment.
Martin was keen to emphasise the amazing commitment his team and staff have had to the season despite the difficulties of living and working
during a pandemic: “Our players are really good
with their fitness. I think they recognise not just
to play and compete, it’s more than just a game
for a lot of them, it’s more than just trying to win
a football match, it’s big for mental health.
“Some teams, ourselves included, have a lot
of keyworkers. Some of them work for the NHS,
some of them are teachers, so they’ve been
working right the way through. They’re out there
putting themselves at risk. Our fitness coach,
Mike Atkinson, he works for the NHS and he was
going and doing all sorts of hours at work, and
obviously with all the stress at the minute within
the hospitals, and then he was coming and doing an hour zoom session with us. So, the level of
commitment from players, the league, and the
staff and everybody has been phenomenal.”
– Richard Bellis

National League board
members

Brian Berwick
Matt Hancock
Boris Jonson

Certainly incompetent

Oliver Dowden

Anthony Kleanthous
Jim Parmenter

Priti Patel
Jacob Rees Mogg

Tim Murphy
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Managing
Exit
On his time with Chester’s recent managers is Dave Powell…
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“He’s our N’Golo Kante.”

sense of fan emotion, something that I was all too

“Who is?”

aware of. But what Premier League journalists

“Wade Joyce.”

don’t tend to have to do is speak to these people

Jon McCarthy uttered those words to me during

one to one twice a week, the whole relationship is

our pre-match press conference under the slabs of

predicated on each side not s**t-housing the other.

concrete in the Theatre of Screams. I already knew

The relationship turned cold and ended on a

we weren’t on the same page by then but my naivety

pretty sour note. I was sad for Jon as a man as

as a club reporter was woefully exposed during

he desperately wanted to succeed, but it was the

this time covering Chester FC for the Chronicle.

fault of nobody else that it ended the way it did,

The above chat pretty much confirmed to me we

despite his protestations that it was.

weren’t only on different pages, we were reading
different books.
I liked Jon. From what I was told by people who
are better at kicking a football than me, he was a

Our paths crossed again. I was expecting to be
stone walled. I wasn’t. The relationship eventually
came to the respectful conclusion that you hope
each one does.

great coach. Even better was his ability to give

When Marcus Bignot arrived, I had learned my

confidence to players who needed that kind of

lessons. There can be no friends in football when

arm around the shoulder ‘you’re my number one

you do this job, not while you are in post at least.

guy’ kind of love. James Alabi a prime example.
The team, for half a season, was great and the

The truth was that Bignot’s teams were slammed
far more than McCarthy’s were.

play-offs looked on.
But swifter than a pair of Shoe Zone slippers,
the seams unravelled and the whole thing fell
apart, leaving us bare footed and stepping in dog
s**t every week.
I’d been a journalist for a few years up until this
point, two on sport, but covering a club was very
different. It helped that I was a Chester fan so I
knew history and understood tone, but what you
don’t get straight off is that you have to be strong
and hold managers to account, even if it means
relationship break downs.
McCarthy’s time continued at Chester for too
long. I was probably unwittingly complicit in that
by not being stronger and conveying a stronger

Dave Powell hard at work

Again, it ended well and I’ve been able to have a
pint with him after games against Guiseley.
When Bernard Morley and Anthony Johnson
took over there was a genuine worry for me that
if I start writing the team are pony if we lose a few
then I’m going to get the Class of ‘92 changing
room treatment.
Turns out they were good as gold.
Both were hugely giving with their time and I
Antony Johnson finding time to strike a pose

“F*****g hell, mate,” Bignot said on a phone call
in the office.

would often spend a good hour and a half speaking to Jonno (as I can now call him because I don’t
have to be professional), largely talking about all
things National League North.

“I get you’ve got to say it how it is but you’re
not going to be going on talkSPORT every week
to tell people how s**t we are, are you?”

The players they signed, too, were a good bunch
of people.
I’d had issues in the past with players during the

My editorial had been pretty damning of the loss

last year of McCarthy who made it clear they REALLY

to Kidderminster, enough for me to go on national

didn’t like me. DMs telling me that my player ratings

radio and have Simon Jordan tell me how wrong

were bang wrong the game a manager lost his job

I was. But I was probably overcompensating for

was telling as to why that team failed so miserably.

my lack of a backbone in my first year on the job.
The car crash behind the scenes took some heat

When my Dad died the first person to text me
was Bernard and Jonno.

off Bignot, but the criticism of the performances

When I spoke about my depression the first people

never altered his mood with me or how giving he was

to message me were Danny Elliott and George

with his time. It was a fit that was destined to fail.

Glendon, and Danny Livesey actually sought out

The relationship ended well, despite him getting

my number so he could get in touch. Good people.

sacked in the car park while he sat in his car.
“They’ve f*****g sacked me in the car park,”
he yelled.

I was just as critical of Bern and Jonno’s sides as
I was of Bignot’s, but they took it as if I was being
critical then people would listen when things were

“Hello Marcus.”

good. You can’t have one without the other.

“They’ve f*****g sacked me in the car park.

Another relationship came to an end, although

Anyway, I’m off to pick up the Mrs from the airport.

this time it was me doing the leaving, with a very

Speak later.”

heavy heart.

A big sigh and the realisation that covering a

My record as Chester reporter was pretty grim. A

football club like Chester was never easy followed.

relegation, financial crisis and more bad displays than

It proved to be a 24/7 job, at least if you wanted

good made for a challenging and interesting time.

to do it properly and give the fans the type of

But doing the job that I had dreamed of as a kid,

coverage that they deserve from their football

no matter how limited that goal may have been,

club, a football club that for some people can be

was the happiest time of my working life so far and

their lifeline to the outside world.

one that I would do well to top.

We did a podcast, shouted a bit and collectively

I’m still yet to experience the joy of being back in

made a small amount of positive difference at the

the stands again and actually watching the games

end of that miserable season.

as opposed to glancing up in between match

I actually gave Marcus a lift to the train station on

reports and tweets.

his last day at Chester, carrying his possessions in

I can’t wait to get back, more for the friends

a cardboard box like in those movies where people

made and the stronger connection I feel to my

hail a cab while clutching a giant house plant and

football club than ever before. I’m excited to be a

a box filled with pencils and pictures of their kids.

fan again. – Dave Powell
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Stephen Vaughan Jnr’s career in
football management continues to
go from success to success at Boca
Gibraltar…

Book Review
Wall of Sport

Author: Steve Hill
RRP: £11.99
Publisher: Ockley Books
Steve Hill watches a lot of sport. Loads. Following on from his book released last year, The
Card – which, if you somehow missed it, followed
Chester’s trials and tribulations during the 2016/17
season (see our review in TB&W#20), Hill takes us
on another year-long odyssey of watching other
people do things for your entertainment.
This time Hill’s focus is sport on the screen,
rather than the various joys of lower league football
grounds – though there are a few trips to see the
Seals thrown in too – and we follow Hill’s follow-

living in London, makes it all the more impressive

ing of football, darts, snooker, and cricket, with a

that he manages to pull it off.

good amount of baseball and a smattering of the

And throughout, there’s an array of low-level

F1, tennis, golf, American football, athletics and a

celebrities that Hill sort-of knows through his

surprising amount of curling. Steve Hill watches

career as a sports journalist, which produces a few

a lot of sport.

superb anecdotes. The only exception to this is an

The book is a chronological diary of sport watch-

interesting but, in the context, jarring full-length

ing – every day of the year. In many ways it should

interview with Steve Davis. But then again, he

be unreadable – it’s a list of sporting events, what

had the copy, so why not share it? With that in

happened and how Hill managed to watch them

mind: after a heavy night that ended in a London

after all. That it is readable at all is testament to Hill’s

hotel lobby following a Chester Exiles meeting, I

dry-as-a-bone sense of humour, wry observations,

once shared a cab with Hill to my student flat in

piss-taking, and self-deprecation. Here is an example

London, who lived nearby. It’s hazy now, but I’m

I found by just opening the book on a random page

sure as I stumbled out of the taxi Hill was muttering

(April 1st): “Match of the Day 2 makes a big deal of

something about being able to catch the baseball

Tottenham’s 3-1 win being their first at Stamford

when he got home… - Richard Bellis

Bridge since 1990, showing a clip of Gary Linekar
scoring in that game. The presenter, Manish Bhasin,
asks whatever happened to him? He became the
presenter of Match of the Day, advertised some
crisps and became a regular subject of abuse for
six-fingered Twitter users.” Lovely.
Much like Hill’s previous book, reading the actual
process by which he goes about relentlessly watching
sport is extremely off-putting. The dizzying array
of screens, stories, and scores that Hill attempts
to keep up with all at the same time is deadening
to think about, let alone emulate. Which, like his
previous book – where he completed the card whilst
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Contributors
Neil Bellis is one half of the editing
team for this fanzine and has recently
left working in the PR world. Previously a
senior reporter at the Chester Standard,
he has now gone freelance to write about anything
which will pay. He is married to Sophie and has one
new, little blue, Daphne. @neilbellis
Richard Bellis Richard Bellis is a
historian of medicine who currently
works at the University of St Andrews.
He contributed to Falling for Football,
and edited Pundit Colouring and Special Ones
Colouring, which are both colouring books about

John Murray lives in Tranmere heartland, but made the decision to support Chester in the mid-90s just to be
different and unpopular. As you can
gather, his decision-making skills leave a lot to
be desired. He’s done bits and bobs on the media
side for the club over the years, but is generally
too disorganised to commit himself to anything
apart from a ludicrously high post count on Deva
Chat.
Dave Powell used to watch Chester FC
for a living but now writes about football finance for the Liverpool Echo. “An
absolute joke of a journalist.”
@_DavePowell

football. He is an editor of He is an editor of TB&W.
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@richardtbellis

Lottie Walker has just discovered, whilst

Albert Davies has been Media and
PR Officer at Chester FC since 2018,
and programme editor since 2019.
Previously he was a media volunteer
at the club from 2010-2017. He has a sports
journalism degree from the University of Chester.
Fellow staff members tell him that he makes a
cracking brew and that he thinks he’s ‘God’s gift
to digital communications.’ His Blues propaganda
is on Twitter: @albertdavies16

writing her contributors bio for this issue,
that in issue #27 her name was spelt
wrong and nobody spotted it during proofing. She
is frankly livid about this. @LDavis_x
John Young was born in Oxford and
raised watching Coventry City, so he
naturally counts himself as a Liverpool
fan and happily embodies: “everything
that is wrong with the modern game”. Football
highlights to date include his first trip to Anfield,
the last game at Highfield Road, surviving a twoand-a-half-week tour of France to watch Euro
2016, and writing for this fanzine.

Submissions
We need you! If you would like to write something for our
next issue, or have a great joke or picture to share, then
get in contact with us. We are looking for anything that’s
interesting. And we mean anything, from Northern Soul to
Daryl Clare’s left arm.
You can email info@theblueandwhitefanzine.co.uk
Find us on facebook, or contact us on twitter:
@blueandwhitecfc

Not the Real Blues News
National League adopts Government’s Distribution Model
The National League board have bowed to mounting pressure to change their Covid-funding
distribution model after pressure from their clubs.
The board, which was accused of unfairly distributing £10 million of lottery money between its
member clubs by favouring clubs who have directors on the National League board, has finally admitted
that they got the funding formula wrong and vowed to change the formulation ahead of any future grant
funding ever being available ever again.
Brian Barwick OMG said: “We totally accept that we got the funding formula wrong the first time
around. We should have focused our efforts entirely on giving money to those clubs whose directors are
friends with Conservative ministers.
“Dumping wheelbarrows full of cash into the friends of Tories’ moats has led to the United Kingdom’s
world beating Covid response. We should have followed the Government’s fine example all along and
we are sorry for that.
“We erred in only giving Oliver Dowden’s Boreham Wood £83,000 a month, it should have been
higher!”

Always Sunny in
Wrexham
Knowing a good comedy when they see it, Wrexham
have been taken over by the comedic actors Rob
McEllhenay and Ryan Reynolds to make a Netflix
documentary.
The American duo have no previous experience in
any sport and are new to football, but have already
shown that they know what they’re doing by taking a
leaf out of Stuart Murphy’s playbook and organising
a complicated win bonus for the players.
What attracted Wrexham fans to the millionaire
Hollywood stars is unknown, but the attraction of
Wrexham to the Hollywood stars is obvious: the
stunning vistas of downtown Wrexham, the elan of
Eagles Meadow Shopping Centre, and the glamour
of getting those spidey senses tingling with a grown
man who calls himself the captain.

CFU MAKES MEMBERS HAPPY
WITH RENEWAL CAMPAIGN

T

he latest drive for CFU members has
made many a member very happy.

Fronted by the club’s very own viral
star, Lynn Davies, the campaign
promises that Lynn will hack members’
zoom meetings to perk them up a bit by
displaying her talents just as she did at
the last online CFU meeting.
Club chairman Andrew Morris said,
“we’ve seen many an a***hole down at
the Deva, so Lynn’s work really fits with
our club’s heritage.”
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lose weight
play FOOTBALL

LEAGUES IN:

WIRRAL
+ LIVERPOOL

90% OF PLAYERS LOSE WEIGHT AND GET FITTER

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

MAN v FAT Football is a football league only
for men who are overweight or obese. Our
FA-aﬃliated leagues have games that are
decided on weight loss bonus goals as well as
pitch scores. You get online and real world
support to help you beat fat and get ﬁt. With
90% of our players losing weight - what have
you got to lose?

FRIDAYS 7 - 9PM
PLAY AT IRBY ROAD, WIRRAL, CH61 6XN
MANVFATFOOTBALL.ORG/WIRRAL

TUESDAYS 7 - 9PM
PLAY AT ANFIELD SPORTS CENTRE, L6 0AG
MANVFATFOOTBALL.ORG/LIVERPOOL

